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Passive thermal energy storage, part 1: design concepts

and metrics
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Abstract

Thermal energy storage (TES) systems can be designed in order to maxi-
mize their impact on a specific design target, such as reducing indoor temper-
ature diurnal swings. Identifying the foremost design objective(s) is highly
important since different design objectives result in distinct optimal designs.
This paper compares several design concepts and associated criteria that can
be satisfied with passive TES in various applications with a focus on isolated
gain spaces like solaria and greenhouses.

Potential design targets for thermal mass design strategies are compared
along with common metrics used to characterize the performance of TES
systems. Different design objectives/parameters are discussed, such as: 1)
optimal time lag; 2) optimal decrement factor and transfer admittance; 3)
reduction of space heating and cooling energy consumption; 4) minimizing
indoor temperature swings; 5) maximizing the room average temperature un-
der passive response; 6) reducing peak temperatures. This review of targets
and metrics provides a basis for identifying the most relevant performance
variables for solaria and greenhouses. A novel metric is presented for char-
acterizing the time lag between the peak absorbed solar radiation and the
peak TES surface temperature: τ[Qa−Ts]. A methodology and design recom-
mendations for integrating TES into solaria and greenhouses are presented
in Part 2.
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1. Introduction1

Thermally massive elements have been present in vernacular architecture2

for hundreds of years; they were indeed necessary to limit temperature fluc-3

tuations and provide relative comfort in buildings before fossil fuels became4

largely available (Rempel and Rempel, 2013). Faced with a limited supply of5

fossil resources and climate change, thermal energy storage (TES) systems6

are still attracting interest nowadays. Storage of thermal energy is impor-7

tant in many applications, and especially for solar energy systems (Hasnain,8

1998).9

Massive materials have the ability to absorb heat and release it later;10

the timing of the peak heat delivery should be optimized depending on the11

building type under consideration. For instance, Rempel and Rempel (2013)12

suggest 1) evening space heating for people at home; 2) afternoon space13

heating for people at work or at school; 3) all-night space heating for plants;14

4) daytime space cooling for people, plants or equipment. They note that15

while passive systems cannot deliver instantly heat or cooling like mechanical16

systems, they are nevertheless highly adjustable by varying their material,17

thickness and configuration.18

Many studies have been conducted about the energy saving potential of19

various TES designs, and a very large range of savings is reported, from being20

negligible up to 90% of space heating reduction (Burns et al., 1991; Kosny21

et al., 2001; Gregory et al., 2008; Parameshwaran et al., 2012). This variabil-22

ity is caused not only by the wide design possibilities of TES systems, but23

also because their performance is strongly linked to their operational char-24

acteristics. While most studies identified that TES can significantly reduce25

the peak heating and cooling loads, a significant number of studies reported26

little energy savings attributed to TES (Bojic and Loveday, 1997; Aste et al.,27

2009; Dodoo et al., 2012; Ozel, 2014; Navarro et al., 2016b).28

As reported by MacCracken (2003), even if a building equipped with a29

TES is only shifting a portion of it’s energy consumption from on-peak to30

off-peak hours but has the same total energy consumption, source energy31

savings will occur – which are 8% to 30% for two of the major California32

utilities. They pointed out that pollutant emissions will also be reduced,33

since power plants used for peak demand are the dirtiest.34
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Most building codes only prescribe R-values for walls while ignoring their35

thermal mass. This approach fails to recognize the potential benefits of36

massive walls, where for the city of Mardin (Turkey), an uninsulated masonry37

wall with an R-value 2.5 times lower than an insulated concrete wall showed38

smaller heating and cooling loads (Yilmaz, 2007).39

Thermal mass is commonly used in regions with hot summers, like the40

Mediterranean region (Stazi et al., 2015). Thermal mass was also shown to41

be effective in cooler climates like in the UK, where a study estimated that42

high mass houses have lower lifecycle CO2 emissions than lightweight houses43

(Hacker et al., 2008). With climate change, more home owners are likely44

to install air conditioning, and the same study estimated that heavyweight45

houses can delay the year in the lifecycle when air conditioning is installed46

for maintaining the indoor air temperature below a certain threshold. How-47

ever, another study of residential buildings in UK suggested that lightweight48

houses that use ventilation and shading can provide similar levels of thermal49

comfort that heavyweight houses (Kendrick et al., 2012).50

Another potential benefit of thermal mass in buildings rarely mentioned is51

its suitability to be used for demand-side management for reducing mismatch52

between energy supply and demand. Increasing the share of renewable ener-53

gies in the electricity mix introduces new challenges for managing the supply54

and demand of electricity due to the intermittency of solar and wind. The55

study of a single family dwelling in Belgium has shown that structural ther-56

mal mass has a strong potential to shift the peak electricity used for heating57

to off-peak hours (Reynders et al., 2013). They also report that a floor heat-58

ing system has more peak shaving potential than radiators and that high59

insulation levels and appropriate control strategies are needed to avoid in-60

creasing the total energy use. A trade-off between the total energy losses and61

peak power reduction has also been observed by Ma et al. (2012). Another62

study estimated that commercial buildings may reduce their peak cooling63

loads by up to 30% when using a model-based approach for the control of64

the peak cooling demand with the thermal storage inherent in the building65

structure (Lee and Braun, 2008). Peng and Haves (2006) observed in a gov-66

ernmental office building a peak cooling reduction up to 100% by using a67

simple demand-limiting strategy.68

The integration of TES in buildings is of particular interest for improv-69

ing user acceptance. TES can be integrated in the core of a building (wall,70

floor and ceiling), in external façades, as suspended ceilings, in the ventila-71

tion system and for thermal management of building-integrated photovoltaics72
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(BIPV) (Navarro et al., 2016a). Buildings integrated with TES (BITES) can73

be classified as active or passive systems, or a combination of both. No me-74

chanical equipment is used in passive systems while active systems use fluids75

for exchanging heat with the storage media. Although rarely mentioned76

explicitly, passive TES are integrated in the building per se, and usually77

included in the building core (Navarro et al., 2016b). Passive systems are78

charged and discharged using solar radiation, natural convection or tempera-79

ture difference (Navarro et al., 2016a). Passive TES systems can be included80

in buildings at little or no cost and have the added advantages of the simplic-81

ity of design, operation and maintenance (Tiwari et al., 1988). This study is82

focusing on passive TES.83

The European Technology Platform on Renewable Heating & Cooling84

panel identified Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for TES for heating and85

cooling applications in buildings (Cabeza et al., 2012). A KPI is a parameter86

used for characterizing the success of a particular activity (Cabeza et al.,87

2015). The KPI have been classified for sensible, latent and thermochemical88

storage and are also given at the system level. For sensible storage, the89

identified KPI only address water tanks and underground TES; none of these90

KPI can be employed for characterizing passive TES.91

1.1. Control of passive thermal energy storage92

Yu et al. (2015) presented a review of control strategies employed with93

active and passive BITES. They noted that buildings with passive BITES94

are usually equipped with HVAC systems and other equipment for regulat-95

ing indoor air temperature and that an effective strategy for their control96

can help to maximize energy savings associated with BITES. As mentioned97

by Hasnain (1998), the use of inertia in building mass does not require ad-98

ditional HVAC equipment but special controls are required. The effective99

utilization of thermal mass requires suitable control strategies, otherwise in-100

creased energy use could result (Henze et al., 2007). Yu et al. (2015) noted101

a lack of studies on developing and evaluating control strategies for HVAC102

and other systems with the different types of passive BITES and concluded103

that future research is needed in this area.104

When designing the building mass for energy savings, it is very important105

to know if the building will be heated or cooled on an intermittent or contin-106

uous basis (Bojic and Loveday, 1997), since the potential is strongly affected107

by the occupancy pattern (Hoes and Hensen, 2016). However, this aspect108
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is often neglected with the majority of studies employing fixed thermostat109

set-points for the entire duration of the heating and cooling seasons.110

An extensive study of lightweight and massive residential buildings lo-111

cated in various locations in the United States found that energy savings112

resulting from replacing light weight walls with heavy constructions are very113

location specific: they found reductions up to 8% of heating energy in Min-114

neapolis and up to 18% cooling energy in Bakersfield, California (Kosny et al.,115

2001). Although not mentioned in the study, the set-points for heating and116

cooling were probably constants, indicating that further savings could be117

possible with different temperature controls.118

A study about the impacts of thermal inertia in buildings found that the119

potential reduction in the energy used for heating and cooling is strongly120

linked to the building operation parameters such as ventilation rates and121

set-points for heating and cooling (Aste et al., 2009). Numerical simulations122

of a large building with EnergyPlus have shown that a reduction of 10%123

of heating energy and 20% of cooling energy is achievable in Milano by us-124

ing materials with high thermal inertia coupled with appropriate operational125

characteristics. However, their simulations also showed that savings can be126

nil in the absence of adequate operational measures, like in the absence of127

natural ventilation at night. Another study found that a cooling load re-128

duction of up to 60% is possible with thermal mass and night ventilation in129

office buildings (Yang and Li, 2008).130

According to Heier et al. (2015), sensible passive TES may pursue two131

objectives: either to maximize energy savings or improve thermal comfort.132

Since large swings of indoor temperature are beneficial for energy savings and133

a narrow temperature interval is key to thermal comfort, these two objectives134

are in conflict. This conflict may be alleviated when using phase change135

materials (PCM) since these materials can exchange heat effectively within136

a narrow temperature interval. This review identified that for residential137

buildings, most research have showed that only a small reduction of the138

heating demand is possible when using passive TES, either sensible or latent.139

Since TES need temperature variations to work efficiently as thermal storage,140

this might be the result of the strictly controlled lowest allowable temperature141

in residential buildings, which leaves little room for heating energy savings.142
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1.2. Design approaches143

Several design approaches have been considered for the capture and re-144

lease of solar heat: 1) massive exterior wall; 2) Trombe wall; 3) direct-gain145

space; and 4) isolated-gain space.146

Massive exterior walls have been used for centuries, mainly in the form of147

thick adobe, cob or stone walls used in traditional architecture. Trombe walls148

introduced a glazed layer in front of the massive wall, mainly for reducing heat149

losses. Direct-gain spaces allow solar heat to enter in living spaces through150

windows and store that heat in interior massive elements, usually the floor151

or walls. Balcomb (1983) reported that it was previously thought that the152

thermal mass had to be exposed to direct sun to be effective, but notes153

that most massive surfaces enclosing a direct-gain space are quite effective154

as well. Isolated-gain spaces are similar to direct-gain spaces but are free of155

the requirement of maintaining thermal comfort for people. They may need156

controlled conditions for protecting plants, but their thermal requirements157

are more flexible than for normally conditioned spaces. This paper is focused158

on isolated-gain spaces such as solaria and greenhouses.159

1.3. The use of passive storage in solaria and greenhouses: a review160

Many solaria and greenhouses with various passive TES materials have161

been simulated and built. The most studied TES design consists of a ther-162

mally massive north wall. Since solar radiation incident from a south glazing163

can easily escape through the north glazing, the north wall is better opaque164

and insulated. Accordingly, the north wall becomes a privileged location for165

thermal mass. An example of the diversity of the materials and configu-166

rations selected as a north wall TES in solaria and greenhouses and their167

influence on the indoor climate is reported in Table 1.168

China has a long tradition of local cultivation using so-called chinese solar169

greenhouses (CSG). In 2000, there were more than 2600·106 m2 of CSG being170

used, providing more than 90% of the vegetables consumed in northern China171

in winter (Tong et al., 2009). These greenhouses have all adopted a similar172

design with a plastic film covering the slanted south roof, a thermal blanket173

deployed at night and a thermally massive north wall. These greenhouses174

are inexpensive and generally built with local materials. Examples of TES175

in CSG are reported in Table 1, where we can see that some earth walls can176

be as thick as 550 cm. Earth walls are usually rammed, either manually or177

mechanically, where machine rammed earth walls have a trapezoidal cross178

section with a smaller section at the top.179
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Table 1: Numerical and experimental studies on the use of sensible TES north wall in solaria and greenhouses

Location Floor TES TES Results Technique Reference
area material thickness
m2 cm

Chateauroux, FR 30 Not reported 60 Heating 82% lower Experiment Santamouris et al. (1994b)
Ladakh, IND 20 concrete blocks 60 Tin 15-20 °C ¿Tout Experiment Santamouris et al. (1994b)
Marrakesh, MA 24 PCM 4 Tin 6-12 °C higher Simulations Berroug et al. (2011)
Elie, CA, 210 sand + ins. 15 DATin 18°C ¿ DATout

a Experiment Beshada et al. (2006)
China 300-1400 earth 80-550 Not reported Experiment Tong et al. (2013)

clay brick 40-80 Not reported Experiment Tong et al. (2013)
clay brick + earth 30-150 Not reported Experiment Tong et al. (2013)
clay brick + ins. 45-110 Not reported Experiment Tong et al. (2013)

Boulder, US 9 water 5-10 Reduced Tin swings Simulations Tiwari et al. (1988)
Agrignion, GR 1000 cement, concrete + ins. 30 Heating 35% lower b Exp. and sim. Santamouris et al. (1994a)

a DAT = Daily average temperature
b The greenhouse located in Agrignion was also equipped with an earth-to-air heat exchanger which con-
tributed to the heating reduction in combination with the north wall.
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As reported by Tong et al. (2013), a few studies of massive north walls in180

CSG all concluded that when insulated, the best performance occurs when181

the insulation layer is on the outside of the massive layer; this finding is182

similar to studies conducted with other building types.183

Wang et al. (2014a) carried out simulations of CSG with different north184

wall designs. They mentionned that a thick earth wall can be conceptually185

divided into three layers: the energy-storing layer (inside), the thermally186

stable layer (in the middle) and the thermal insulating layer (outside). Their187

simulations carried out under winter conditions in northern China revealed188

that a 1 m wall has no thermally stable layer while this layer comprised 23%189

of the cross sectional area of a 1.5 m wall. From optimization calculations for190

minimizing the cross sectional area and maintaining a minimum temperature191

above 10 °C, they suggest a design of a trapezoidal wall 1.7 m thick at the192

base and 0.5 m thick at the top. They also conducted an analysis of the193

minimum air temperature as a function of the total thermal resistance and194

the thermal inertia index. They observed that the minimum temperature195

increases with both parameters, with a slower increasing rate with further196

increases of these two parameters.197

In a redesign study of a solarium located in Oregon, U.S., Rempel et al.198

(2013) compared the performance of integrating different levels of TES. They199

noticed lower air temperature peaks and warmer minimum air temperature200

for designs with a high level of TES. However, they also noted a slightly lower201

average temperature and less heat retained during the heating season than for202

a medium level of TES, and thus suggest to avoid the oversizing of TES. They203

report that occupants prioritized the experience of early evening warmth and204

plant protection over the supply of heat for living spaces. Interestingly, as205

shown in the second part of this paper, these two priorities calls for two206

different thermal mass design.207

Numerical and experimental studies have been conducted on the per-208

formance of greenhouses using seasonal energy storage (Vadiee and Martin,209

2013; Xu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). For efficient heat delivery and210

lower costs, these systems are usually equipped with a short term storage211

and a long term storage. Greenhouses using seasonal TES rely on active212

components for transferring heat from the storage media to the greenhouse213

air and are therefore outside the scope of this paper.214

A methodology for assisting in the design of passive TES for solaria and215

greenhouses is presented in Part 2.216
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2. Design concepts behind thermal mass design strategies217

When designing thermally massive elements in buildings, many objectives218

may be pursued, such as: 1) delaying the peak solar gain effect to a more219

favorable moment; 2) reducing the peak heat flux or the peak temperature at220

the room-facing layer; 3) reduction of space heating and cooling energy con-221

sumption; 4) reducing indoor temperature swings; 5) increasing the average222

space temperature; 6) increasing the minimum temperature or reducing the223

maximum temperature. One may focus on the processes (i.e. heat fluxes)224

or on the results (i.e. temperatures). Sometimes, these objectives will be in225

conflict with each other and call for different materials and configurations;226

therefore a designer must carefully select the foremost design objective(s) for227

a given application.228

As reported by Rempel et al. (2016), the past recommendations for ther-229

mal mass design mainly prioritized the minimization of temperature swings.230

They noted that such a design objective fails to provide evening warmth,231

which is often regarded as highly desirable by the occupants. Their experi-232

mental and simulation results show different optimal thermal mass thickness233

depending on the design priority, with smaller optimal thicknesses for provid-234

ing evening warmth than for minimizing swings. This study highlights the235

importance of understanding the possible design objectives behind thermal236

mass design strategies.237

This section reviews different metrics and design objectives and discusses238

their relevance for passive TES in isolated-gain applications.239

2.1. Optimal time lag240

In many thermal mass design studies, the time lag is defined as the de-241

lay between the moment when the outer surface and the inner surface of an242

external wall reach their peak temperatures (τ[Tpeak]). Many studies have an-243

alyzed the distribution and thermophysical properties of thermal mass and244

insulation layers of exterior walls and their impact on τ[Tpeak] and the decre-245

ment factor (the decrement factor is discussed in the next subsection). Most246

studies present their analysis based on identifying the optimum distribution247

or properties for maximizing the peak temperature time lag and minimiz-248

ing the decrement factor (Asan, 2000; Ulgen, 2002; Ozel and Pihtili, 2007;249

Ibrahim et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2012; Evola and Marletta, 2013). However,250

as explained below, these two objectives are not appropriate for all cases and251

should be considered with caution.252
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Asan (2000) presented a numerical study on the investigation of the wall’s253

optimum insulation position in terms of maximum peak temperature time254

lag and minimum decrement factor. He found that placing half the insulation255

in the middle of the wall and the other half at the outer surface provides both256

very high lag time and low decrement factor – close to optimum values.257

However, as noted by Rempel and Rempel (2013), the timing of the peak258

heat delivery should actually depend on the building type and needs. The259

time lag can easily exceed 12 hours for many materials with a thickness of260

30 cm and even exceed 24 hours (Asan, 2006). When the heat flux input261

is from solar radiation, a time lag of 24 hours in fact means no time lag at262

all; therefore the common conception that maximizing the time lag yields263

optimal performance should be reconsidered.264

Some studies assumed a sinusoidal sol-air temperature over a 24 hour265

period (Asan, 2006). However, day length is 12 hours only at the equinox;266

therefore, a more realistic sol-air temperature profile should be employed for267

winter conditions by using Fourier series. When the sol-air temperature is268

calculated with more than 1 harmonic (i.e. not simply sinusoidal), the time269

lag of the temperature peaks and temperature crests are also different (Sun270

et al., 2013; Kontoleon and Bikas, 2007).271

Sun et al. (2013) observed that for a massive exterior wall exposed to272

various periodic conditions, the average of the temperature peak and crest273

time lag is equal to the time lag under a sinusoidal input. The analysis of274

their results revealed that with a difference between the peak and crest time275

lag of up to 3.5 h, estimating the time lag under a sinusoidal input could276

induce a difference of 1.75 h with the peak time lag; this result highlights the277

importance of using non sinusoidal profiles as input sources.278

As noted by Kontoleon and Bikas (2007), evaluating τ[Tpeak] is especially279

important during the cooling season for buildings that can use natural venti-280

lation for night cooling. Gagliano et al. (2014) reported that many designers281

tend to increase thermal inertia without considering their limits and proper282

applications. They suggest that east walls should have time lags about 12-14283

hours while it should be around 8 hours for west walls; longer time lags would284

be counter productive since that would reduce the useful time for exploiting285

night ventilation.286

The peak temperature time lag of an exterior wall subjected to solar287

radiation on its exterior surface increases continuously with wall thickness288

(Asan, 2006). However, with massive exterior walls, heat is absorbed at289

the exterior surface and delivered at the interior surface, while in direct290
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and isolated-gain applications, heat is absorbed and released from the same291

surface. A variable such as τ[Tpeak] cannot be employed in the latter case,292

since there is only one surface involved.293

When using the thermal lag concept with transfer functions such as the294

self admittance (Athienitis and Santamouris, 2013), the input and effect can295

be at the same node, as captured by the self admittance time lag for in-296

stance. The self admittance is the ratio of the heat flux at one surface to the297

temperature of the same surface, when the temperature at the other surface298

is kept constant, as presented in equation 1.299

Ys =
Qs

Ts

∣

∣

∣

∣

Teo=0

(1)

In Frequency Response (FR) models, heat sources are represented with com-300

plex Fourier series and temperatures are calculated in the frequency domain,301

so the self admittance is a ratio of two complex numbers (see section 3 in302

Part 2 for a more complete description of FR modelling).303

The relationships between the heat flux, temperature and self admittance304

magnitude and time lag are illustrated in Figure 1a, for a sinusoidal heat305

flux input. Here the peak and crest time lags are identical, because the306

signal is sinusoidal. Thus, in this case, the admittance time lag can be easily307

interpreted as the delay between the peak heat flux and the resulting peak308

surface temperature.309
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Figure 1: Heat flux, temperature and self admittance magnitude and time lag
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Figure 1b shows the self admittance time lag of a concrete north wall310

in a solarium under the non sinusoidal periodic conditions of a cold sunny311

day at the winter solstice in Montreal (configuration N1 – more details are312

provided in section 2 of Part 2). We can see that the time lag diminishes313

with thickness up to a minimum of 2.9 h at 14 cm and then converges to a314

time lag of 3 h for thicknesses of about 20 cm and beyond, where the TES315

behaves like a semi infinite solid (Davies, 1994).316

The operative temperature is an important parameter that closely relates317

to thermal comfort for both people and plants. It is defined as318

Top = γr Tmrt + (1− γr)Tin (2)

where Tin is the indoor air temperature, the radiative fraction γr here was319

set to 0.5 (a recommended value for an air velocity under 0.2 m/s (U.S.320

Department of Energy, 2013, section Operative temperature control)) and321

the mean radiant temperature Tmrt here is equal to the zone average radiant322

temperature (i.e. without surface temperature weighting). The operative323

temperature provides an indication of the effective thermal state of the room324

interior, which includes the effects from TES when present.325
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Figure 2: Storage temperature, operative temperature and released heat flux for three
thicknesses - configuration N1, one sunny day, winter solstice

For the same conditions as in figure 1b, figure 2 shows the heat flux326

released by the storage, the storage temperature and operative temperature327

for different TES thicknesses. For the three thicknesses shown, the storage328

temperature peak occurs earlier and the peak released heat flux occurs later329
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Figure 3: Comparison of different time lags and illustration of τ[Qa−Ts] - configuration N1,
one sunny day, winter solstice

with increasing thickness. It can also be seen that the released heat flux330

becomes more stable with increasing thickness.331

The time lag between the peak released heat flux and the peak storage332

temperature is depicted in light blue in figure 3a. It increases steadily, reaches333

a peak at 20 cm and then converges to a slightly reduced value at greater334

thicknesses. Maximizing the heat flux - Ts time lag is not helpful for dis-335

placing the peak storage temperature later during the day. Furthermore, it336

loses significance as the released heat flux becomes smoother with increasing337

thickness.338

2.1.1. New proposed metric339

Therefore, here we suggest a new metric: the absorbed solar radiation340

heat flux - storage temperature time lag, τ[Qa−Ts]. It represents the time341

between the peak absorbed solar radiation and the peak storage tempera-342

ture, as depicted in figure 3b. This metric has the advantage to be easily343

understandable and to be relevant for thermal comfort evaluation.344

As shown in Figure 3a, this time lag is maximum at 2.9 h for a 5-7 cm345

layer, is equal to 2.6 h for a 10 cm layer and converges to 1.8 h for thicknesses346

greater than 21 cm. With a maximum value of 2.9 h, it is not possible to delay347

the peak storage temperature later than 14:54 in the afternoon; thus, it is348

not possible to design a TES that would match the peak storage temperature349
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with evening occupancy. It is nevertheless possible to increase the operative350

temperature during the evening by selecting a TES with a higher τ[Qa−Ts]351

As seen in figure 2b, the operative temperature is about 3 °C higher with352

a 10 cm layer and 6-8 °C higher with a 5 cm layer compared to a 20 cm layer353

in the period from 18:00-20:00. This result showcases the value of τ[Qa−Ts]354

as an index: a higher value indicates improved thermal comfort later in the355

day, although at the cost of lower morning temperatures.356

In light of these observations, it is clear that τ[Qa−Ts] is a valuable index for357

indirect-gain spaces and is therefore one of the key output variables analyzed358

in Part 2.359

2.2. Optimal decrement factor and transfer admittance360

In his previously introduced study, Asan (2000) defines the decrement361

factor of an exterior wall as the ratio of the amplitude of the temperature362

wave of the inner surface to that of the outer surface. As mentioned above,363

the majority of studies analyzing the decrement factor adopted the position364

that minimizing the decrement factor is optimal. Most studies investigat-365

ing the decrement factor are based on the temperature decrement factor,366

but a few have focused on the heat flux decrement factor (Jin et al., 2012;367

Mazzeo et al., 2016). While information regarding heat fluxes is valuable, it368

is the temperature of the inner wall surface that ultimately influences ther-369

mal comfort and heating loads, therefore the discussion here will focus on370

the temperature decrement factor only.371

A low decrement factor for an exterior wall is indeed an advantage dur-372

ing the cooling season: reducing the temperature rise of the inner surface373

resulting from the sol-air temperature excitation at the outer surface will374

improve thermal comfort and reduce the needs for cooling. On the other375

hand, in winter, a temperature rise of the inner wall surface would improve376

thermal comfort and reduce the heating requirements and would therefore377

be welcome. However, some studies adopted the same objective of a low378

decrement factor or minimizing heat gains for both winter and summer con-379

ditions (Ozel and Pihtili, 2007; Zhang et al., 2013). Optimizing the design380

of an exterior wall should call for different heat transmission characteristics381

depending if the priority is given to minimize the cooling demand or the382

heating demand. Two parameters in particular should be radically different,383

the solar absorptivity of the outer surface and the decrement factor of the384

wall. An exterior wall optimized for providing heating during the cold season385

should have a high solar absorptivity and a balanced decrement factor. A386
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low decrement factor would inhibit any significant heat transfer from taking387

place. On the contrary, an exterior wall optimized for cooling applications388

should have a low solar absorptivity (Kontoleon and Bikas, 2007) and a low389

decrement factor. The study of a massive wall with an external insulation390

layer sealed in winter and ventilated in summer has shown that this is a391

promising concept for reducing energy consumption and thermal discomfort392

throughout the year (Stazi et al., 2015).393

Most studies have concluded that placing the same insulation thickness394

as two or even three separate layers yields a lower decrement factor than as395

one continuous layer and should thus be preferred (Asan, 2000; Kontoleon396

and Bikas, 2007; Ozel and Pihtili, 2007). While a low decrement factor might397

be beneficial in some applications, any layer of thermal mass not in contact398

with the interior will not actively participate in the heat exchanges with399

the indoor air and thus will see its storing potential largely unexploited. As400

shown by Di Perna et al. (2011) thermal comfort is improved when increasing401

the internal thermal mass levels. For this reason, if a low decrement factor402

is a design target, we suggest to reduce the decrement factor by increasing403

the thickness of the insulation or storage layer, but to locate all the thermal404

mass at the inner layer.405

For isolated-gain applications, since the objective is to absorb and re-406

lease the heat from the same surface, the massive layer must be reasonably407

insulated to avoid releasing the heat at the outer surface. Even when the408

thermal mass is located on the floor, it must be fully insulated; perimeter409

insulation only is insufficient for good performance with most soils (Rempel410

and Rempel, 2013).411

A variable analogous to the temperature decrement factor is the transfer412

admittance, sometimes called the dynamic transmittance. For an external413

wall exposed to solar radiation from the inside, we are mostly interested414

in capturing the effect of the temperature variations at the inside storage415

layer to the resulting heat flux at the outside surface for a constant sol-air416

temperature:417

Yt =
Qout

Ts

∣

∣

∣

∣

Teo=0

(3)

For isolated-gain applications, the transfer admittance as defined above is418

a more appropriate metric that the temperature decrement factor. On one419

hand, it explicitly involves the heat flux at the outside surface, which is a420

meaningful physical parameter. On the other hand, since the effects from the421
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sol-air temperature are excluded, the analysis is simplified and it is easier to422

make meaningful conclusions. In fact, the decrement factor would not reveal423

meaningful results since both surfaces are subjected to significant excitations424

and it will be hard so separate the impact of the solar radiation from the425

impact of the outdoor temperature.426

While analyzing the transfer admittance provides relevant information,427

a more detailed analysis carried out in Part 2 revealed that its value as a428

design parameter is rather limited and it is therefore not selected as a main429

output performance parameter.430

2.3. Reduction of space heating and cooling431

As stated by many studies (Gregory et al., 2008; Williamson, 2011; Khadi-432

ran et al., 2016), one of the main benefits of including TES in buildings is433

a reduction of the energy consumption. As such, the energy used for heat-434

ing and cooling is an important quantity to evaluate when designing TES in435

conditioned spaces. However, many isolated-gain spaces are not conditioned,436

and thermal comfort improvements in buildings are often overlooked, which437

highlights the need to define other metrics.438

The solar saving fraction has been commonly used since the 80s to quan-439

tify energy savings associated with solar technologies like TES in passive440

solar houses (Rempel and Rempel, 2013). It is based on monthly heating441

loads using degree-days (Böer and Duffie, 1982); thus based on a constant442

indoor temperature. As seen in the introduction, it was found that internal443

temperature swings have an important effect on the performance of a TES.444

Therefore, the solar saving fraction is not an appropriate measure for esti-445

mating potential energy savings obtained with TES. We suggest to calculate446

the space heating and cooling demand hourly for a daily indoor temperature447

profile, which allows the selection of varying temperature set-points through-448

out the day.449

Al-sanea et al. (2012) proposed the concept of energy saving potential450

based on a critical thickness of thermal mass. Their simulation results of451

massive exterior walls revealed a reduction of the yearly heating and cooling452

loads with thermal mass thickness up to a certain value where the loads453

become constant. The energy saving potential is thus associated to a critical454

mass thickness for reaching a desired energy saving level. For instance, 95%455

of the maximum energy saving can be achieved with a mass thickness of456

16 cm and 23 cm for two different wall configurations.457
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The energy saving potential is a valuable concept that highlights the458

diminishing return on energy savings with further mass thickness increase.459

Such a concept can be applicable to massive exterior walls where the yearly460

transmission load reaches an asymptote with increasing mass thickness for461

both heating and cooling. However, for indirect-gains spaces in cold climates,462

as shown in part 2, the yearly heating requirements are continuously reduced463

with increasing mass thickness (at least up to 1 m of concrete). As such, a464

maximum energy saving potential cannot be determined which impedes the465

use of this metric for these applications. It is thus recommended to simply466

report the annual heating and cooling requirements individually for different467

thermal mass levels.468

2.4. Minimization of temperature swings469

Reducing temperature swings in a room subjected to solar gains is benefi-470

cial for improving thermal comfort. Many studies have been conducted with471

the objective of minimizing temperature swings. Most of these have been472

conducted under periodic conditions over 24 hours (Balcomb, 1983; Athieni-473

tis et al., 1986). When simulations are carried out over a longer period of474

time, it is possible to focus on reducing the daily average swing or the abso-475

lute swing: the daily average swing is the difference between the maximum476

and minimum temperature in a day, averaged over the simulation period,477

while the absolute swing is the difference between the maximum and mini-478

mum temperature experienced during the whole simulation period. This is479

an important distinction, because their optimal thickness can be significantly480

different.481

The daily average temperature swing is an important variable that char-482

acterizes the thermal response of a space. When considering absolute tem-483

perature swings, it is more useful to report the information separately as484

the minimum and maximum temperature, since one important objective of485

TES design could be to limit the peak minimum or maximum temperature486

to specific thresholds.487

Previous researchers have found that the optimal thickness of passive488

TES for reducing daily average temperature fluctuations is about 15-30 cm489

for concrete, when exposed to a periodic design period of one sunny day490

(Athienitis et al., 1986; Hadorn, 2005).491

As shown in figure 4, the maximum self admittance magnitude does not492

exactly coincide with the storage temperature minimum swing. The self ad-493

mittance magnitude is maximum at 0.17 m while the operative temperature494
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swing reaches a minimum at 0.18 m and the storage temperature at 0.20 m.495

The most appropriate variable to optimize is the one that is closer to the496

desired results: a comfortable space. Therefore, the daily average operative497

temperature swing is the key variable selected for characterizing temperature498

swings.499
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Figure 4: Comparison of the self admittance magnitude, storage temperature swing and
operative temperature swing (for 5 harmonics).

2.5. Maximization of average temperature500

The average operative temperature of a space is an important variable501

that influences thermal comfort for both people and plants. Materials with502

high heat capacity have the potential to affect the average temperature in503

a space to a small but non negligible extent. When performing yearly sim-504

ulations, the average operative temperature should be reported monthly to505

distinguish the effects happening in the different seasons.506

2.6. Reduction of peak temperatures507

As mentioned above, the minimum and maximum temperatures are very508

important variables and should thus be reported separately. For instance, if509

plants are grown in a solarium, avoiding temperatures below freezing may be510

an important design goal.511

2.7. Others512

Since the 1970s, many studies have been carried out with the objective of513

defining a metric for characterizing the energy savings obtained by thermally514
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massive materials compared with light-weight materials. The m-factor intro-515

duced by the Masonry Industry Committee in the USA has been included in516

some codes and standards in the US, but it’s validity has been questioned517

and is no longer used nowadays (Williamson, 2011). The Dynamic Benefit518

for Massive Systems (DBMS) index was later defined by Kosny et al. (1998)519

as520

DBMS =
Req,m

R
(4)

where Req,m is the R-value a massive wall should have to yield the same521

energy consumption as a similar house with wood frame walls with thermal522

resistance R. While this concept is of some interest for visualizing the ther-523

mal mass benefit in terms of R-value increment, a comparison of the energy524

consumption of a building with different thermal mass levels provides more525

valuable information and thus should be preferred.526

More recently, Talyor and Miner (2014) proposed a new metric to guide527

builders and consumers in assessing the effectiveness of interior thermal mass528

and selecting the best building interior materials. The variables included in529

this metric are the density, specific heat capacity and thickness of a material530

and the price of electricity, the price per material area, the daily tempera-531

ture swing and the seasonal insolation swing. Developing consumer-friendly532

metrics for assessing the benefits of thermal mass is a valuable objective;533

however, the authors believe that relying on annual energy savings and op-534

erating cost savings, typically reported by Energy Star labels, is more easily535

understandable than a single metric incorporating different variables.536

Zhang et al. (2006) presented an interesting methodology for selecting the537

thermal physical properties of the building enveloppe for designing buildings538

that provides comfortable conditions in summer and/or winter without cool-539

ing or heating systems.540

Wang et al. (2014b) proposed a novel approach for thermal mass sizing541

in buildings based on its ability to provide building thermal autonomy. Here542

thermal autonomy is defined as ”a building’s capability of keeping its in-543

door temperature sans HVAC equipment within a predescribed temperature544

range.” Such an approach necessitates a different design method: instead of545

designing the building envelop based on codes requirements and then select-546

ing HVAC equipment at a later stage, they suggest approaching the condi-547

tioning of buildings first with an architectural step (i.e. with the building548

envelop). They suggest a two step design method, where in the first step549
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the ”building design aims for the required indoor temperature range without550

concern for the control of the indoor temperature level.” The second step551

involves mechanical engineering for maintaining a desired operative temper-552

ature level. Thermally autonome buildings have a large time constant and553

are thus excellent candidates for demand-side management.554

3. Summary and conclusion555

Numerous concepts and metrics are used for characterizing the impact of556

thermal mass on the performance of buildings. As discussed previously, some557

variables commonly used for assessing the performance of thermally massive558

walls such as the decrement factor and the peak temperature time lag cannot559

be employed for direct and indirect-gain spaces, where the heat is absorbed560

and released from the same surface.561

After reviewing the commonly used objectives and metrics for character-562

izing TES, the most appropriate design concepts and metrics for isolated-gain563

applications have been identified and are presented in table 2. They are given564

along with the time period over which they should be calculated, assuming565

that simulations will be conducted either over a short design period ranging566

from one day to a few weeks or over a whole year. When designing isolated-567

gain applications, we suggest designers to select from that list the design568

objective(s) to be prioritized for a given project.569

Table 2: Main output performance variables for isolated-gain applications

Variable Period

Solar radiation - storage temperature time lag one representative sunny day
Daily average operative temperature swing design period or monthly
Average operative temperature design period or monthly
Minimum and maximum operative temperature design period or annually
Space heating and/or cooling loads design period or annually

Although this study was focused on isolated-gain spaces, the main perfor-570

mance variables presented in table 2 are also suitable for direct-gain spaces.571

However, massive external walls and Trombe walls have a different behaviour572

and heat flux absorption and release characteristics and thus should used dif-573

ferent performance variables for assessing their effectiveness.574
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While it is not possible to design a single TES that will be optimum575

for the five key performance variables presented in table 2, it is possible to576

make some compromises and adopt a TES design that will perform relatively577

well for most of them. However, the solar radiation - storage temperature578

time lag exhibits a behavior quite different from the other four main output579

performance variables; optimizing τ[Qa−Ts] calls for a significantly smaller580

TES thickness which is not sufficient for ensuring a good performance for581

the other four performance variables. If more than one indoor surfaces can582

be used as a TES, it is possible to design different TES systems in order to583

meet different objectives.584

The second part of this paper presents a methodology for the design of585

passive TES in solaria and greenhouses. Simulation results obtained with586

frequency response and finite difference models are presented, where the be-587

havior of the five main output performance variables presented here is ana-588

lyzed under various conditions. In addition to the methodology proposed in589

this second paper, guidelines and design recommendations are provided.590
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